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Introduction

▪ Transformers have shown great success in medical image segmentation.

However, transformers [1-3] may exhibit a limited generalization ability due

to the underlying single-scale self-attention calculation mechanism.

▪ We address this issue by introducing a Multi-scale hierarchical vIsion

Transformer (MERIT) network, which improves model generalizability by

performing self-attention at multiple scales.

Cascaded MERIT Architecture
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Effect of Multi-scale Self-Attention
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Contributions

New Network Architecture

▪ A novel multi-scale hierarchical vision transformer (MERIT) which captures

both multiscale and multi-resolution features.

▪ Two designs: 1) Cascaded MERIT and 2) Parallel MERIT

Multi-stage Feature-mixing Loss Aggregation

▪ A simple, yet effective way (i.e., MUTATION), for implicit ensembling by

mixing features during loss calculation.

MERIT results reported for MERIT + CASCADE decoder (Additive) +

MUTATION. Cascaded MERIT outperforms SOTA methods, such as

TransUNet [1] and SwinUNet [2] by 7.42% and 5.57%, respectively.

p1, p2, p3, and p4 are the aggregated multi-stage prediction maps. We can

get the Parallel MERIT architecture by removing early feedback (through OC-

S) from backbone 1 to backbone 2 and cascaded skip connections.

MERIT architecture can segment both small (red rectangular box) and

large organs better than the single scale MaxViT for both 224×224 and

256×256 input resolutions.

Cascaded MERIT achieves the best DICE score (83.35%) which improves

the baseline 256×256 resolution single-scale MaxViT (see 2nd row entries

in the table) by 3.15%.

Effect of CASCADE Decoder and MUTATION

CASCADE decoder with MUTATION loss aggregation for implicit

ensembling/augmentation achieves the best DICE score (84.90%).

Conclusion

▪ Experiments on two medical image segmentation benchmarks

demonstrate the superior performance of MERIT over SOTA methods.

▪ Our MERIT architectures and MUTATION loss aggregation can improve

other downstream medical image and semantic segmentation tasks.


